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flown to MagaUanes. Meanwhile the Earp can proceed to Magal-
lanes, meet airplane there, then proceed to Bay of Whales and fly
food to Mt. Mabelle Sidley and Mt. Grace McKinley. The food-
caches in each case need not necessarily contain more than 300
pounds of food, for at Charcot Island seals and penguins have been
observed, and from Mt. Mabelle Sidley and Mt. Grace McKinley
the men can walk to Little America. At Charcot Land and at
Little America the men can winter, if necessary. As to time of
action in the South, the Wyatt Earp can, if nothing is heard before
December i, reach Magallanes December i. Plane reaches Magal-
knes December 7. Meet the plane there, say ktest December 15,
then reach Charcot Isknd in ten days (25th), allow seven days for
laying the Charcot Land depot, distance to be flown, 150 miles each
way, then travel to Bay of Whales in 19 days, arriving Jan. 22nd.
Allow one month for laying depots at Mt. Mabelle Sidley and ml
Grace McKinley—distance to be flown, 500 miles and 250 miles each
way respectively—then, leaving Bay of Whales Feb. 22, return to
Charcot Island with favourable winds in 17 days. Arrive Charcot
Island March u. Visit caches within a week and then leave Ant-
arctica before the freeze-up."
In addition to these written instructions for both the air and the
base parties, we agreed upon and printed out on cards a code of
signals by which men on the ground could communicate with an
aeroplane by laying out strips of orange bunting in various forma-
tions. Planes were to reply by dipping, circling, jazzing motor,
cutting figure eights and letter S's, etc., or by dropping notes by
parachute.
Thus it will be seen that, if we had to be rescued from Antarctica,
I proposed to carry out that rescue at my own trouble and expense.
So confident was Wilkins in our essential safety and the integrity
of our plans that on December 10—seventeen days after the last
word was heard from us—when the Australian government had
announced its intention of dispatching the Discovery II to the Bay
of Whales, he sent to Director of Navigation Davis, at Melbourne,
the following wireless message:
ON MY BEHALF PLEASE EXPRESS SINCERE APPRECIATION TO THOSE RE-
SPONSIBLE FOR EFFORTS IN CONNECTION WITH ELLSWORTH'S EXPEDITION,

